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Life Lessons and Real Estate at 200 mph, By Steven David, CRB 2010 

 

Introduction: 
This isn’t a bad market; it’s a pro’s market. Only the 
best techniques and strategies will work. This program 
will give you both the lift and the real world ‘thing to 
do’ to provide top level customer service to your 
buyers and sellers.   
 
YOU can learn from the Life Lessons that I have had, 
and walk away with the knowledge to better educate 
your sales force and customers on the characteristics 
of a good investment and help them formulate a 
reasonable expectation of investment vs. return.  
 
You’ll gain insight into the strategy involved when 
identifying and recruiting new agents with high 
productivity potential, and how to overcome the ‘fear 
of firing.’ 
 
Welcome to class, 
 

  
Steven David, CRB, CRS, GRI, MBA 
www.RealtorStevenDavid.com  
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Learning Objectives: 

 
By the end of this course, the student will be able to: 
 

1. Gain a deeper understanding of the recent history of the real estate 
market. 

2. Identify potential groups of customers for each type of property you have 
listed. 

3. Identify properties that would make a good investment. 

4. List other potential partners with whom to invest in real estate. 

5. Formulate a reasonable expectation of investment vs. return. 

6. Effectively identify and recruit new agents with high potential for 
productivity. 

7. Become familiar with the “Do Not Call” list. 

8. Describe two or more ways to contact “For Sale By Owners” 

9. Formulate a strategy to purchase other firms, identifying investment vs. 
return. 

10. Initiate contact with Builders and provide a win-win option for partnering 
to provide affordable housing. 

11. Formulate a policy providing a satisfaction-guaranteed to your customers. 

12. List characteristics of the various generations of both customers and your 
sales force. 

13. Using these characteristics, list ways to adjust your approach to providing 
customer service or leadership as a manager. 
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Lesson #1 
 

We can get in the way… 
of ourselves 

When we net it out, we

 

 are the hurdle to 
getting what we want. Virtually all of us 
have a DVD of our life that plays on a 
constant loop. Every success, every 
failure, everything we’re ashamed of and everything we’re proud of are showing 
in our mind’s theater 24/7.  

We can’t edit what’s been, we can only make the new stuff something we’re 
proud of, something that we can show to the world and smile.  
 
SO… here’s an idea. From this day forward, believe that everything you do is open 
to everyone else you care about. No secrets, only the truth. In so doing, you’ll 
begin to act with confidence, because you’re living and acting in truth. How does 
this apply to this market and selling Real Estate you ask?  
 
Because, you’re afraid to prospect. That’s right! You’re afraid to ask people for 
their business, or call people or knock on doors because you don’t want to face 
rejection. Now, call it whatever you want, but it’s fear! And it only exists in your 
head. In fact you can find its root cause in your life’s DVD. Every time you didn’t 
pursue an opportunity, Every time you lost at something, Every time you let 
yourself down, you reinforced your inability to move in a positive direction. 
You’ve become afraid to prospect because you’ve paralyzed yourself by what’s 
happened in your life. You don’t trust you
 

.  

For example, you’ve probably flown in a commercial airplane. Before 
you took off, you likely didn’t know the pilot or co-pilot, you likely 
didn’t know the mechanic who last touched the plane, you didn’t 
know who fueled it, you didn’t know the final line person responsible 
for sealing the cargo and passenger doors. You likely didn’t know the 
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air traffic controller. Nonetheless you got on the plane because you 
believed it would be safe. 

 
Another example for the skeptics out there: You sat in your seat today, and 
believed it would support you. Again, you didn’t know who made it; you just 
believed it would support you and not collapse. Why did you believe that? 
 
Now back to you, why is it you believe in things beyond your control, but don’t 
believe in your own ability to succeed? Oh, you can fool your mind into thinking 
you’ll be a success. But let’s be clear:  

 
And the problem is all in that darn life DVD. You replay it, and BOOM, there you 
are doing something you wish you hadn’t, saying something you wish you hadn’t, 
failing to start something, or failing to finish something, and you don’t see enough 
success to reinforce your conscience/mind/brain/intellect/heart that you can 
succeed. 
 
 

Here’s the cure:  
What happened, happened and that’s that.  
Today is today, it’s now, it’s new, and it’s yours.  

DO WHAT MUST BE DONE  
TO SUCCEED NOW.  

 
 
Start the new DVD of your life RIGHT NOW.  
 
 
  

Until you actually execute 
successful activites, 

(like prospecting) 
you will not be an actual success. 


